'whisper' POWER Grill Sticking?
In most cases, there's an easy solution to
this sticky problem.
The 'whisper' POWER Grill (WPG) is
extremely tough; it will open and close
reliably thousands of times durings its life.
Its centre cone's teflon covered rod
slides very smoothly and accurately
within its precise nose cone guide hole.
However it does not like abrasive dust.
Household fluffy and/or oily dust don't
cause problems, but any sharp,abrasive
construction type of dust or a build-up of
nicotine oil will cause it to stick and bind.
If this happens, a careful cleaning should
be all that's needed.
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To clean off the black specks:
Step 1: Set the PoshTime® switch for 28 minutes
(usual setting). This will hold the centre cone
out where it is easier to grasp and turn.
Step 2: Unscrew the centre cone (counter clockwise
from the face side) approximately 5 or 6 turns
until it comes free of the stationary WPG body.
Initially it will be tight until it comes free from
its set screw; it then turns freely.
Step 3: Using a clean cotton cloth, twist clean the teflon
covered centre rod.
Step 4: To remove the black specks, wrap a clean cotton
cloth around a thin flat screw driver (best) or a
chop stick, push it into the 1/4" Ø nose cone hole
and twist hard to clean it.
Step 5: Re-install the centre cone by turning it in 5 to 6
turns until it locks tight to its pre-adjusted
internal stop. If it turns in more than10 turns, there
is an internal problem; the rear accessed set screw
has been mis-adjusted or has come loose.
Step 6: Operate the PoshTime® switch and test for proper
WPG function. If the centre cone does not travel
freely, repeat above. Cleanliness is critical here!
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